
KINFEMICHAEL TARIKU
+251919866517 ⋄ Addis Ababa , Ethiopia,

kinfetare83@gmal.com ⋄ linkedin ⋄ Github ⋄ Website

OBJECTIVE

Software Engineer with 4+ years of experience on developing and shipping products.

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Computer Science, Addis Ababa University 2022 - 2026

SKILLS

Programming Language Javascript , Python , Typescipt , Java , Go, C++, Dart
Frameworks and Other NodeJS ,FastAPI ,ReactJs /Nextjs ,tRPC ,Flutter ,ReactNative , Tailwindcss
Technologies Firebase , Supabase, Vercel , Netlify , Onrender , Railway , Clerk, NextAuth
Database and related MySQL , MongoDB , Redis , PrimsaORM
Soft Skill Compassionate Person, Problem Solver mindset , Adapt Hectic Situation,

EXPERIENCE

Software Engineering Student Intern Nov 2022 - Present
A2SV - Africa To Silicon Valley Addis Ababa, ET

• Learned more about Data Structure and Algorithms as well Problem Solving ability

• Designed and implemented a winning project that achieved the highest ranking(top 5) in internal hackathons

Lead Software Developer - Founder Feb 2018 - Present
KINFISH T. Addis Ababa, ET

• Drove 45% growth in tech awareness through engaging education initiatives, communicating.

• Led a team of 5 Developers and achieved more than 90% success on development and products.

• Developed a multiple products that can help our community growth

Full Stack Developer Oct 2021 - Oct 2022
Yaberus Secondary and Preparatory School Welkite, ET

• Proactively designed and developed a platform that enables students, parents, and teachers to explore student
performance through in-depth analysis and statistical visualization reducing more than 60% time wastage.

• Reduces a cost of preparing such platform manually by 45% by making them online and accessible .

PROJECTS

CodeIt. Designed and developed code sharing social media platform specifically for developers, where they can
share their code snippets, algorithms or pieces of code with each other as well memes. with in features such as group
discussions, voting, following, liking, sharing, OSS and others, which enable developers to interact with each other
and exchange insights.

RVTCS . Built the stack where you can be building a full-stack application that includes everything requires defining
user requirements, choosing appropriate technologies for each component, testing, and iterating for a seamless user
experience along with NPM package of its own and Docs(Check The Docs)

TalentBoom. Built a platform aims to empower Africans by providing career guidance, job search tools, educational
resources, and personalized recommendations to support their pursuit of education and employment opportunities

Anonymous ToT. Built Anonymous social media - confidential space where Ethiopians can speak their minds in
their native language and receive anonymous diagnosis and support ny issues from a culturally relevant perspective.

mailto:kinfetare83@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/kinfe-michael-tariku-1497b3201/
https://github.com/Kinfe123/
https://kinfish-owns-computer.vercel.app/
https://rvtcs.vercel.app/


PULSE. Developed the mobile app, a digitalized medical care platform that enhances doctor-patient engagement
and automates manual tasks. The app features a beautifully designed and engaging user interface, promoting greater
adoption and better health outcomes

A2SV-NOTES. Designed and developed an internal book and resource sharing platform for our institution that
allows students to access resources based on their roles which streamline resource access and foster collaboration
through student contributions of resource to the platform. It represents a significant step in internal knowledge
sharing, empowering students to achieve their academic goals more efficiently.

SimplifyNewbies. Developed a RESTful API and frontend app for A2SVian and PreA2SVian students. It reduces
the burden of profile management on a spreadsheet and automates over 5 features, streamlining the user experience
, enabling students to focus on their studies.

20+ projects on github


